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Abstract. Radiation therapy (RT) is widely and effectively used for cancer treatment but can also cause deleterious side effects, such as a late-toxicity complication called radiation-induced fibrosis (RIF). Accurate diagnosis of RIF requires analysis of histological sections to assess extracellular matrix infiltration. This is invasive, prone to sampling limitations, and thus rarely used; instead, current practice relies on subjective clinical surrogates, including visual observation, palpation, and patient symptomatology questionnaires. This preclinical study demonstrates that functional optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a useful tool for objective noninvasive in-vivo assessment and quantification of fibrosis-associated microvascular changes in tissue. Data were collected from murine hind limbs 6 months after 40-Gy single-dose irradiation and compared with nonirradiated contralateral tissues of the same animals. OCT-derived vascular density and average vessel diameter metrics were compared to quantitative vascular analysis of stained histological slides. Results indicate that OCT manifests significant microvascular changes at this time point posttreatment. Abnormal microvascular changes visualized by OCT in this preclinical setting suggest the potential of this label-free high-resolution noninvasive functional imaging methodology for RIF diagnosis and assessment in the context of clinical RT.
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1 Introduction

Radiation therapy (RT) is a widely used treatment modality for many cancers. Along with effective treatment outcomes, it is associated with a wide spectrum of negative normal-tissue reactions. One of the most common toxicities is radiation-induced fibrosis (RIF) occurring asymptptomatically within months/years following RT. RIF is a condition associated with an increase in collagen deposition in skin and subcutaneous tissues, gastrointestinal tract, lungs, muscles, or other organs, leading to parenchymal damage and causing both cosmetic and functional impairment. Fibrosis development is influenced by multiple factors, including radiation dose, treatment volume, fractionation schedule, genetic susceptibility, and previous treatments. As many cancers are treated through the skin, RT interferes with normal proliferation and maturation of basal keratinocytes, hair follicle stem cells, and melanocytes in the skin causing radiation-induced skin changes. Overlapping treatment fields, greater cumulative doses, and larger treated volumes increase total skin irradiation and, therefore, skin toxicity. Large treatment fields are more likely to damage critical mass of epidermal stem cells leading to long-term progressive hardening, edema, modifying microrelief of the skin surface, and causing the changes in dermal thickness. Radiation also damages the vasculature of the dermis, progressively changing superficial blood vessel structure (Fig. 1), and often leading to telangiectasia—a prominent, dilated (enlarged), and tortuous microvasculature near the skin surface.

Basic architecture of the normal human skin is represented by three layers: epidermis, an outermost protective layer 30- to 300-μm thick; dermis, a fibrous layer that supports and strengthens the epidermis; and the subcutis, an insulating fat layer that supplies oxygen and nutrients to the other two layers. The upper ~350 μm of the dermis is the papillary layer containing microvessels supplying the epidermis through so-called capillary tufts. Together with surrounding epidermis and dermis, the microvessel tuft forms the smallest functional unit (FU) of the skin that retains all its characteristics. Dose response of the FUs defines the RT dose response of the skin, as summarized schematically in Fig. 1. As RT-damaged endothelial cells are not replaced within the tuft after irradiation, microvessel ends progressively retract and surviving endothelial cells enlarge to cover the affected area [Figs. 1(b)–1(c)]. This results in partial loss of adjacent basal and dermal cells. At some time point, vessel continuity is broken [Fig. 1(d)] by continued
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endothelial cell loss, manifesting telangiectasia [Fig. 1(e)] under a thinned epidermis as an area of reddish discoloration with many dilated blood vessels.20

Radiation-induced telangiectasia is a common problem in cancer therapy (often associated with RIF), especially in breast and neck, that may be physically disfiguring and psychologically distressing for the patient. Despite the numerous studies of telangiectasia, there is a lack of precise data about its incidence,21 as needed to revert its progression and recover the affected tissues before necrosis.22,23 This is in part due to the inability of most imaging modalities (e.g., ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging, and confocal microscopy) to study the dynamic response of microvasculature to RT at the capillary level, either lacking the requisite resolution capability or requiring potentially toxic contrast agents.24-26 Here, we propose insight into detection of telangiectasia in skin post-RT using functional optical coherence tomoscopy (OCT). OCT’s penetration depth of 1 to 2 mm with micron-scale resolution may represent a useful compromise for dermatological applications. It can image deeper skin structures than confocal microscopy, while maintaining resolution that exceeds that of ultrasound and MRI.24-25 OCT measures the depth-resolved reflectivity of tissue by detecting backscattered light using the principles of low coherence interferometry.27 OCT is relatively cheap, fast, noninvasive, and contrast agent free, furnishing essentially “in-vivo” microscopy in superficial tissue layers.28

In dermatology, OCT contributes to patient management via structural and functional imaging of the epidermal and dermal layers of the skin.29 OCT images can be used to noninvasively diagnose skin diseases and evaluate their progression longitudinally, as an alternative to skin biopsies or surgical procedures.30 In assessment of skin late-toxicity fibrosis in response to therapy, OCT has been mostly employed for visualizing orientation, organization, and reflective properties of up-regulated skin collagen—one of the key structural features of fibrotic skin diseases.31-33 These microstructural collagen-centered studies aside, we propose to take advantage of OCT microangiography for functional assessment of fibrosis. Our overarching hypothesis is that microvascular changes (e.g., telangiectasia) after RT offer biomarkers of radiation-induced skin fibrosis. For its testing, we detect and quantify skin microvascular changes in-vivo post-RT with OCT’s functional extension called speckle variance OCT (svOCT),34 and perform histopathologic evaluation to support and validate the OCT observations. For direct comparison of vascular changes in radiation fibrosis to normal tissue vascularity, we consider the 6-month post-RT time point, when fibrosis had clearly developed in the preclinical murine model.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Experiments

All animal procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University Health Network, Toronto, Canada. A 40-Gy dose of ionizing radiation was delivered to the inner left thighs of 7- to 8-week-old C3H wild type female mice (n = 4) using a small animal x-ray micro-irradiator system (XRad225Cx, Precision X-Ray Inc., North Branford, Connecticut) as shown in Fig. 2(a). The system delivered equally weighted parallel-opposed beams (20 Gy dorsally and ventrally) at 225 kVp, 13 mA with added 0.32-mm-thick copper filter, yielding a dose rate output of 2.6 Gy/min though a 2.5-cm-diameter collimator with fluoroscopic guidance. Depth was targeted at 0.5 mm below the skin surface. Given the parallel-opposed beam arrangement and modest murine thigh thickness, there was no appreciable depth dose gradient in the exposed tissue volume. Collimator was used to irradiate only the left thigh, sparing the contralateral right thigh. The irradiator was dosimetrically and geometrically calibrated using controlled tissue phantom methods to ensure accurate dose delivery.35 Although single dose of 40 Gy is not clinically used (cumulative dose ranges between 50 and 70 Gy, fractionated over 5 to 7 weeks), it was considered appropriate to simulate severe radiation injury and achieve RIF with telangiectasia in mice within first 6 months after treatment, based on previous preclinical experience.36,37

A swept-source OCT system based on a quadrature interferometer to suppress the complex conjugate artifact was used in this study [Fig. 2(b)]. Its light source (HS2000-HL, Santec, Japan) with 20-kHz rotating-polygon-based tunable filter and wavelength centered at 1320 nm had a sweep range of

---

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the steps leading to telangiectasia through temporal sequence of skin capillary tuft changes following RT. (a) An FU of healthy skin containing a capillary tuft with associated epidermal and dermal structures; (b)–(d) Progressive retraction and alterations of FU microvessels following irradiation, resulting in partial loss of adjacent basal and dermal cells and leading to (e) telangiectasia formed in the vessels that supplied the tuft (after Ref. 14).
110 nm and an average output power of 10 mW. The axial and lateral resolutions in air were 8 and 15 μm, respectively. OCT optical power at the probe output was measured before each imaging session to be 5 mW, OCT probe imaging angle was set to 86 deg relative to horizontal, and imaging speed was fixed at 40 frames per second.

OCT volumetric images were taken over a 6 × 3 mm² field of view with 800 A-scans per B-scan and a gate length of $N = 8$ (number of sequential same-location B-scans), to enable optimal interframe comparison required for svOCT analysis. The interframe B-scan acquisition rate was chosen to be 25 ms (suitable for stationary tissue speckle to remain correlated between frames, while ensuring complete interframe decorrelation of vascular blood pixels). Animals were kept in microisolator cages with access to food and water ad libitum for 6 months after irradiation prior to OCT imaging. Mice were anesthetized by inhalation of 2% isoflurane and placed under the OCT imaging probe on a heating pad to maintain physiological temperature during imaging procedures. Following imaging, animals were euthanized by anesthesia with ketamine/xylazine followed by cervical dislocation. Thigh tissues from irradiated and contralateral legs were resected, fixed in 10% formalin, embedded in paraffin, and sectioned. Collagen fibers in the skin were labeled with Masson’s trichrome staining. Vascular endothelial cells were labeled using CD31 (expressed in endothelial precursor cells) as the primary antibody and 3,3′-diaminobenzidine (DAB; stains nucleic acids) as a chromogen. Slides were counterstained with hematoxylin and scanned by Aperio Scanner (Leica Biosystems, Concord, Ontario).

### 2.2 Optical Coherence Tomography Signal Processing

Data processing for contrast-agent-free OCT microvasculature visualization is shown in Fig. 3. Skin surface in each B-scan was marked [yellow dashed line in Fig. 3(a)]. Static tissue signal was separated from vascular signal and filtered out using speckle variance equation [Fig. 3(b)]:

$$SV_{zx} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (I_{zx} - \bar{I}_{zx})^2$$

where $N$ is the number of B-scans acquired at the same spatial location within a tissue volume, $I_{zx}$ is the intensity of the $(z, x')$th pixel of the $i$th B-scan, $z$ is the axial coordinate, $x'$ is the lateral coordinate, and $\bar{I}_{zx}$ is the mean intensity of $i$ pixels from $N$ consecutive B-scans.

For visual representation, svOCT microvascular images were flattened using skin surface mask [Fig. 3(c)] and depth encoded in RGB color space [Fig. 3(d)]. For depth encoding, microvascular images were first processed using morphological opening/closing algorithm for noise and artifact removal to minimize contributions from nonvessel signals, such as respiratory movement and bulk tissue motion. Datasets were then binarized by applying Otsu’s method in depth ($z$) direction to retain more deep-vessel information in the segmentation, otherwise lost due to OCT signal exponential attenuation with depth. Two hundred and fifty-six color gradations were chosen for depth encoding as shown in Fig. 3(d) color map (green = top layers below the tissue surface and black = deepest tissues).

### 2.3 Microvasculature Quantification

#### 2.3.1 Histology images

For each animal, 5 to 10 irradiated and nonirradiated immunohistochemically stained tissue sections spaced 300 μm apart were assessed for vascular density and vascular lumen area using CellProfiler (Cambridge, Massachusetts), an open-source cell image analysis software. DAB and hematoxylin components
in CD31 images were separated following deconvolution procedure. CellProfiler analysis detected image pixels belonging to vessels, which were then counted into vessel area using open-source ImageJ software. Average vessel diameter was then calculated from $A = \frac{4\pi d_{avg}^2}{4}$. The resultant distribution was grouped into 5 μm bins in the 20- to 80-μm-diameter range and plotted as vessel proportion [(quantity of vessels in each diameter bin)/(total number of vessels)] for visualization and comparison with OCT microvascular quantification.

2.3.2 Optical coherence tomography images

Each three-dimensional (3-D) OCT scan consisted of 12,000 lateral images to yield 1500 vascular cross sections (12,000/8 images per location) for both irradiated and contralateral legs for each mouse. For comparison with immunohistochemistry, the same average vessel diameter metric was used in OCT data analysis. Vascular pixels were converted to physical dimensions using axial and lateral resolution parameters of the OCT system and average skin refractive index of 1.43.45 Vessel sizes were tabulated by extracting components from binary vascular images within the chosen diameter range as previously described46 with 5-μm steps in diameter. All data processing was performed using MATLAB (MathWorks, Massachusetts).

Figure 4 compares the difference in number and location of histological slices and OCT scans analyzed in each animal. Importantly, orders of magnitude more images acquired with OCT than with ex-vivo histology provided more data for analysis, yielding more accurate vessel diameter information under realistic in-vivo tissue perfusion conditions.

2.4 Statistics

Unpaired student $t$-test was used to test for significant differences between irradiated and nonirradiated tissue
microvascular parameters. P-value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

3 Results and Discussion

Figure 5 shows OCT and Masson’s trichrome histological images taken from nonirradiated and irradiated thighs of a C3H mouse, to demonstrate differences in tissue layer organization and distinguish collagen from fatty and muscular tissues. In OCT imaging of normal skin in Fig. 5(a), the dermis D exhibits high scattering as it is composed mainly of connective tissue. This layer can be distinguished from the subcutaneous fat that is more transparent at the OCT wavelength range, thus appearing as a dark layer (labeled with F). The deepest OCT discernible layer is muscle M, appearing brighter due to high scattering of muscle fibers. These layers agree well with the histology shown in Fig. 5(b), where collagen appear in blue, fatty tissue in white, and muscle in red. The subsurface microstructure of fibrotic skin [Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)] demonstrates that the wavy border of the epidermis–dermis junction is replaced by a flat and atrophic epidermis.47 There is absence of sweat and sebaceous glands, and of hair follicles indicating expected permanent hair loss with radiation doses exceeding 10 Gy.48,49 Radiation-induced increase in dermal thickness caused by accumulation of collagen and fat as revealed on histology [Fig. 5(d)] prevents OCT light from penetrating further down to the muscle layer (appearing red at the bottom of the trichrome image).

Translation of 3-D svOCT vascular volumes into two-dimensional depth-encoded en-face projections of blood vessels enables direct in-vivo visual assessment of skin vascular response to radiation. As shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), normal skin capillary tufts [shown schematically in Fig. 1(a)] form the subsurface microvasculature [some are labeled with circles in (a, b)]. In contrast, no capillary tufts are present in irradiated skin [Fig. 6(c) and 6(d)]. Instead, only abnormally aggregated and tortuous vessels—telangiectasias [some are labeled with rectangles in (c, d)] are present in top tissue layers (green-to-yellow colors).

Interestingly, svOCT was unable to detect deeper-located bigger vessels (>100 μm in diameter) in normal skin, possibly due to high scattering of incident OCT light from blood circulating through capillary tufts and from dense hair follicles in the dermal layer.50 However, in the skin with developed radiation fibrosis, with its thinner epidermis, no tufts, glands, nor hair follicles, bigger vessels located below telangiectasias can be clearly seen [arrows in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d)].

Quantitative assessment of radiation-caused cutaneous microvascular alterations was performed using both OCT and histology. Figure 7 shows svOCT subsurface images of skin microvasculature and hematoxylin—CD31—DAB multistain histological images taken from nonirradiated contralateral and irradiated ipsilateral thighs of a C3H mouse. A typical svOCT cross-sectional image of normal skin [Fig. 7(a)] shows a number of small diameter vessels (~20 to 50 μm) located in epidermal–
Fig. 6 Typical depth-encoded en-face microvascular projections of (a, b) normal and (c, d) irradiated skin (images from both irradiated and nonirradiated thighs of two animals are shown). Capillary tufts [shown schematically in Fig. 1(a)] form the subsurface microvasculature of normal tissue [some labeled with circles in (a, b)]. Note that no capillary tufts are present in irradiated tissue. Instead, only abnormally aggregated and tortuous vessels—telangiectasias [some labeled with rectangles in (c, d)] are present in top tissue layers (green-to-yellow colors). In contrast to normal skin, deeper-located bigger vessels below telangiectasias in irradiated tissues were detected [arrows in (c, d)].

Fig. 7 Vascular cross sections of normal (top row) and irradiated (bottom row) mouse thigh skin. Regions between the skin surface and 650-μm depth were chosen for microvascular area quantification (dashed lines on both svOCT and histology slides): (a, d) vascular cross section obtained with svOCT, (b, e) hematoxylin, CD31, and DAB staining. Tissue layers are labeled with E, epidermis; D, dermis; F, fat; and M, muscle, and (c, f) DAB and hematoxylin components in CD31 images were filtered out using a deconvolution procedure to enhance histological microvessel visualization. Scale bars are 0.6 mm.
dermal junction region. These represent healthy skin FUs with average vessel diameter of ∼30 μm. As the normal skin thickness in C3H mice is 600 to 700 μm, the range of surface to depth of 650 μm was chosen for the evaluation purposes (yellow dashed lines). Tissue layers are labeled with E (epidermis), D (dermis), F (fat), and M (muscle) in the corresponding multistain histology cross section [Fig. 7(b)]. Filtering out hematoxylin component with CellProfiler and labeling vascular lumens within the selected 650-μm depth range [black dashed lines in Fig. 7(c)] allowed for histological quantification of microvasculature with high resolution, to compare with/validate the svOCT results. Note that in contrast to normal mouse thigh skin, irradiated skin tissue shows more irregular blood vessel capillary distribution, with substantial preponderance of larger vessels [Figs. 7(d)–7(f)].

To compare the distributions of normal and fibrotic skin vessel diameters, we display vessel proportions categorized by vessel diameter within 5-μm-wide diameter bins for both OCT and histology (Fig. 8). Vessel proportion is plotted as (quantity of vessels in each diameter bin)/(total number of vessels), with the area under each corresponding curve equal to unity. Both plots show similar trends, specifically (1) the number of small capillaries is ∼2x smaller in irradiated fibrotic skin compared to unirradiated controls and (2) blood vessels of larger ∼30- to 80-μm diameters prevail in fibrotic tissue [50% (OCT) and 45% (histology)], compared to ∼20% (OCT) and 10% (histology) in normal skin. Symbols are experimental points, and lines are a guide for the eye. Error bars represent mean ± standard deviation.

Changes in vessel size distribution may serve as a useful functional imaging biomarker in assessment of late radiation toxicity in RIF. Moving forward, longitudinal monitoring of tissue vascularity is needed to study changes in these proportions during fibrosis development following irradiation. This will elucidate the temporal trajectory of microvascular alterations post-RT, for potential correlation and mechanistic insights relative to the progression of microstructural remodeling characteristics of fibrosis. If microvascular changes prove earlier and more sensitive/robust as radiation response metrics, such early fibrosis detection may help in personalized management of this serious late RT toxicity.

Similar functional OCT approaches are being investigated for detection, quantification, and management of early RT toxicities.
as well, for example in intrafraction monitoring of mucositis development in superficial mucosal layers of the oral cavity of head and neck radiotherapy patients.52-54 Further, skin is indeed a very important target of such RT imaging studies, given its clinical importance as a dose-limiting organ and thus common occurrence of RIF. However, its thicker structures in humans compared to mice may somewhat limit clinical utility, given its clinical importance as a dose-limiting organ and indeed a very important target of such RT imaging studies, of the skin surface (unless optical clearing is used, a promising practical solution to this obstacle),55 thus its application should be driven by relevant tissue changes within this depth range. Nevertheless, given the current lack of quantifiable objective measurements of skin fibrosis, OCT’s ability to detect microstructural and microvascular alterations within 1-1mm-depth range (thus encompassing important alterations throughout the epidermis and some of the underlying dermis) has great potential to become a valuable tool for RIF diagnosis, prognosis, and management in the clinic.

4 Conclusion
Radiotherapy is a major and effective treatment modality for many cancers but can also cause unwanted long-term toxicities, such as fibrosis that occurs within months/years following the treatment. Radiation damage in skin is associated with telangiectasia and is a common problem in RT, especially in breast and neck, that is difficult to reliably detect and effectively manage. We demonstrate the use of functional in-vivo OCT for visualizing and quantifying RIF-associated microvascular changes, and suggest the evaluation of its potential utility for early detection and effective management of RT-induced fibrosis. Our pilot preclinical study demonstrates that OCT is capable of capturing the subtle underlying vascular differences between normal and fibrotic tissues in vivo, suggesting that changes in vessel size proportions may serve as an important functional imaging biomarker in assessment of late RT skin toxicity. Future work will examine the generalizability of these results in other preclinical in-vivo models of RT fibrosis, longitudinally explore temporal changes in tissue vascularity during the course of RIF development, and expand into pilot clinical studies of microvascular radiotherapeutic monitoring.
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